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Technologies,
allowing the world
not to stop

IPLASMA-DE GmbH

About us
We create solutions
for disinfection
for a better life
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IPLASMA-DE GmbH is an R&D and
Service company, the main activities
of which are:
[01]

[02]

Scientific research
and R&D at the intersection of
breakthrough areas in the physics of
low-temperature (cold) plasma, bioand nanotechnology.

Development and promotion
turnkey solutions for innovative
equipment based on cold plasma
technology, in the following main areas:




We carry out a full
a set of tests to confirm the
effectiveness of the proposed
solutions
on the international level





devices for cold plasma disinfection
and sterilization of places where a
person is present (both in stationary
and portable, wearable, version);
medical devices for processing living
tissues with cold plasma in such
areas of medicine as dermatology,
dentistry, etc .;
devices for cold-plasma water
purification;
devices for cold-plasma air
purification;
devices for cold plasma processing
in the food industry, agriculture, etc.
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Unique

First time on market

Has no analogues
in the world in terms of
efficiency / price /
environmental friendliness

RnD for 3 years, registered in
record time 9 months!

Verified and Certified

Legally proved

The device has passed all
phases of testing and has all
the necessary documents for
operation.

Device has all Russian
and international patents

Scorpius
A unique mobile device for disinfection of places
where people are present. Kills 99.999% of all
known pathogens
(including COVID, anthrax and others). Powered
by pure distilled
water (no chemicals).
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Scorpius key advantages

Performance

Ecology, GreenTech

Mobility

User friendly

Efficiency

In just 10-15 minutes,
disinfection of 100 sq.m. is
carried out. No additional wiping
required, safe for electronics,
technology. Envelopes the
entire surface of objects
indoors from all sides

No chemicals used, 100%
green technology!

The device is working
from a standard battery, no
need to connect to the mains,
the weight of the device is only
4.5 kg.

Despite the complex
technologies and processes
taking place inside the
device, the Scorpius is
controlled by one button.

The device operates on pure
distilled water, after 30
minutes the plasma-activated
solution disintegrates into
pure
water and oxygen.
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Proposal for cooperation
BUSINESS MODEL - "DELIVERY / SERVICE"
Supple of devices or provision of services for the disinfection

BUSINESS MODEL "TECHNOLOGY"
Using IPLASMA technology - integrating solutions into the production process

BUSINESS MODEL "INVESTOR"
Joint localization of technology and production in Germany and / or abroad on the
markets of presence. The opportunity to participate in the global expansion of
IPLASMA
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Scorpius kills 99.999% of
all known pathogens
Viruses (including coronaviruses),
bacteria, fungi, mold.

Prolonged effect after
processing - up to 3 days.
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iPLASMA products (complex of technologies)

1

2
SIRIUS is a medical device designed
for the treatment of living tissues with a
flow of cold plasma. The device acts on
tissues with non-equilibrium cold
plasma obtained in an inert gas
environment.

Scorpius - Base product. Mobile
device for disinfection of places of
human presence. Kills 99.999% of all
known pathogens. Works with pure
distilled water.
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AQUARIUS is designed for
water purification, kills up to 99.9%
fungi, bacteria, viruses and
microbes. AQUARIUS: pure water, rich
oxygen and useful salts - it's easy
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TAURUS disinfects the air, destroying
99.9% of bacteria, fungi, viruses and
germs. The device cleans the air from dust
and small particles
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WE ARE OPEN TO
COOPERATION
Nadezhda Gulko
CEO

030 88679976
017 26088897

IPLASMA-DE GmbH
Fritschestrasse 27,
10585 Berlin.

